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4. Z-VARIABLE FUNCTIONS WITH &tONOTONICITY 
In Sections 2 and 3 the functions fax, fN , gi”, , gi, , g,“, g, , fin , fix have been 
assumed to be strictly increasing or nondecreasing. This section is devoted to 
the description of the concrete forms of 2-variable functions fs , gzn , g,,, , fjn 
with strictly increasing or nondecreasing fnD, gX , g,fl, f& , respectively. 
A real-valued continuous function f (x; y) is called the 2-variable function 
with monotonicity in y  (or simply “the function with monotonicity”) if f x is 
strictly increasing or nondecreasing for all fixed x. 
4.1. Recursive Additive Functions 
A function f : Rq2 + R,’ with monotonicity is called recursive additive if it 
is expressed as follows: 
f (v y) = g(4 t h(x) Q), (4.1) 
where h(x) Y- 0 for x E R~+l, and R: R+l - R,’ is strictly increasing. Then 
(f X)--1 (y) == k-1 (2$q . (4.2) 
Since k is assumed to be continuous, each .f” and (f +)-l are continuous and 
strictly increasing. 
4.2. Additive Functions 
A function f: R+2 -P Ril with monotonicity is called additive if h(x) F+ 1 
in (4.1), that is, 
f(T Y> = gw i- k(Y)? (4.3) 
where k: R~,-l --f R+l is strictly increasing. Then 
(f Y(y) = k-l(y - g(4). (4.4) 
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For example, let 
f&Y Y> = fwp + YR, (4 P, 4 > O), 
f2k Y> = x + y. 
Thenf, ,fi are additive. Furthermore we have 
u-l”)-‘(r) = (--axn + y)l’*, 
WHY) = --x + Ye 
A function f: R2 -+ RI with monotonicity is called additive on R2 if 
f (xi Y) = &w + k(Y)> 
where k: R1 -+ R1 is strictly increasing. In this case 
(f">-'(Y) = YY -&N* 
For example, let 
f&; Y) = a*” + yn (u > 0, m, 12: positive odd integers), 
Then fi , fs are additive on R2. 
4.3. Multiplicative Additive Functions 
(4.3)’ 
(4.4)’ 
A function f: Rf2 ---f R,l with monotonicity is called multiplicative additive 
if h(x) = x in (4.1), that is, 
f (xi Y) = kw + x x YYh (4.5) 
where k: R+l -+ R+l is strictly increasing. Then 
(f")-'(y) =A-1 ( y -,"'"' ). (4.6) 
Note that if x = 0 then (f O)-l is undefined. But this difficulty is not essential in 
treating the practical problems. For example, fl(x; y) = uxp + xyq (a, p, q > 0) 
is multiplicative additive. 
4.4. Divided Additive Functions 
A function f: RR,2 --j R,.l with monotonicity is called divided additive if 
h(x) = l/x in (4.1), that is, 
f(x; Y> = .&> + MYY4, (4.7) 
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where k: R,’ + R+l is strictly increasing. Then 
(f “Y(Y) = WX(Y - &>N. (4.8) 
The case x = 0 is of no importance. For example, fi(x; y) --~ ax0 -$- (y”/x) 
(a, p, q > 0) is divided additive. 
4.5. Exponential Additive Functions 
A function f : R,2 ---f R,l with monotonicity is called exponential additive 
if h(x) =- es in (4.1), that is, 
f(x; Y> = g(x) + ex X k(y), (4.9) 
where R: R,l -+ R+l is strictly increasing. Then 
u “F’(Y) = k-w(Y - &a>. (4.10) 
For example, fi(x; y) = ax9 + e” x y* (a, p, q > 0) is exponential additive. 
4.6. Logarithmic Additive Functions 
A function f : R,2 + R,l with monotonicity is called logarithmic additive if 
h(x) :-- log(x + 1) in (4.1), that is, 
f(YY) = J!(x) + (lo& + 1)) x k(Y), (4.1 I) 
where k: R+l -+ R,l is strictly increasing. Then 
(f”>-l (Y) = k-’ (,Zg& ?I,, * (4.12) 
For example, f&; y) -= axP + (log(x + 1)) x y* (a, p, q > 0) is logarithmic 
additive. Note that, in general, f,(x; y) = g(x) + (log x) x /z(y) is not a function 
into R,l. 
4.7. Multiplicative Functions 
A function f  : R,2 -+ R,l with monotonicity is called multiplicative if it is 
expressed as follows: 
fc? r> = ‘T(x) x h(Y), (4.13) 
where h: R+l+ R+l IS strictly increasing, and g(x) > 0 for x > 0. Then 
( f Y(Y) = h-‘b&W). (4.14) 
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The case x = 0 is of no consequence in the practical problems. Of course, 
each fz, (f “)-I are continuous and strictly increasing. Let 
j&v y) = ax” x yq, (a, P, 4 > O), 
f2(x; Y> = *Ye 
Then fi ,fs are multiplicative. Furthermore, we have 
(h”)-‘(Y> = (Ybx”PY 
(f2”)-l(Y) = Y/X. 
4.8. Maximum Functions 
A function f: Rf2 -+ R,l with monotonicity is called maximum if it is ex- 
pressed as follows: 
Ax; Y) = m=4&4 h(y)), (4.15) 
where g, h: R+l --f R+l are strictly increasing. 
Furthermore, if g, h: R1 - RI are strictly increasing, then the continuous 
function f: R2 + RI defined in (4.15) is called maximum on R2. Note that f* is 
not always strictly increasing. But we define (f”)-l as follows: 
m-’ (Y) = h-l(y) 
= W&9) 
for y 3 g(x) 
for y  < g(x). 
(4.16) 
If  fl(x; y) = max(xa, y),f2(x; y) = max(x, y2), then fr ,f2 are maximum. 
Furthermore we have 
K”)-“(r) = Y for y  > x2 
= X2 for y  < x2, 
G”)-‘(r) = Y1’2 for y&x 
zz x1/2 for y  < x. 
Remark that f&x; y) = rnax(ax”“+l, !~y~~+l), f4(x; y) = max(cx2”+l, dy21+l) are 
maximum on Rs, where a, 6, c, d are positive reals and m, n, k, 1 are nonnegative 
integers. 
4.9. Minimum Functions 
A function f : R,2 -+ R,l with monotonicity is called minimum if it is ex- 
pressed as follows: 
f (xi Y) = mi+W W)p 
where g, h: R+l -+ R,l are strictly increasing. 
(4.17) 
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Furthermore, if g, h: R1 ---f R1 are strictly increasing, then the continuous 
function f: R2 - Rl defined in (4.17) is called minimum on R2. Note thatf” is 
not always strictly increasing. But we define (f 2)-1 as follows: 
(fY (Y) = h-l(y) 
= W&N 
for y < g(x) 
for y > g(x). 
(4.18) 
For example,f,(x; y) = min(S, y),fa(x; y) = min(x, y”) are minimum. Further- 
more we have 
(flWY> = Y for y < x2 
= X2 for y > X2, 
(f2”)-l( y) = yw for y :-< m 
1'2 zx, for y > xT. 
Remark that fs(x; y) =- min(axzm+l, b~~~+l), f&x; y) = min(cx2/i+1, ~y2z~-1) arc 
minimum on R2, where a, b, c, d are positive reals and m, n, k, 1 are nonnegative 
integers. 
4.10. Backward Power Functions 
A function f : R+2 -+ R,l with monotonicity is called backward power if it is 
expressed as follows: 
f (x; Y) = &q’~‘, (4.19) 
where g(x) :> 1 for x > 0, and h: R+l d R,.l is strictly increasing. Then 
(f “Y(Y) = ~-l(l%Yll%d~))~ (Y > 1). (4.20) 
Note that f”, (f e)-l are continuous and strictly increasing on [0, co), [l, co) 
respectively. For example, fr(x; y) = (X + l)“, fi(x; y) = (x + l)‘+t are 
backward power. Furthermore we have 
(fl")-" (y) c logy 
log@ + 1) ’ (x > 0, y > l), 
1% Y 
(f2”Y (Y) = lo& + 1> - 1, (x =, 0, y ‘3, 1). 
4.11. Forward Power Functions 
A function f: R,” + R,’ with monotonicity is called forward power if it is 
expressed as follows: 
f&y) = hi’“‘, (4.2 I ) 
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where g(x) > 0 for x > 0, and h: R+’ + R+l is strictly increasing. Then 
(j”)-l(y) = h-yyvm). (4.22) 
Of course, each j*, ( j *)--1 are continuous and strictly increasing. j,(x; y) = yz 
is forward power. Furthermore 
( j y-l(y) = yw 
To conclude Section 4 we remark that the following inclusion relation holds: 
(4.1) r> (4.n), n = 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 
where (4, n) is the set of all functions defined in Section 4.n. 
5. N-VARIABLE RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS WITH MONOTONICITY 
In this section we classify the class of functions from R+” into R+l produced 
by the recursive compositions of the functions defined in Section 4 (see [9, lo]). 
These functions can become a candidate for the objective function and/or for 
the left-hand side of the constraints in the mathematical programming problems 
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), (3.4). 
Recall that a continuous function j: R+N -+ R.+’ is called nonstationary 
recursive (or simply “recursive”) if it is expressed as follows: 
f(x1 , x2 ,*-*> XN) = j&l ; j2@2 ;-* * ; fN-lh-1 ; fNbk)) * * *>I, 
where j* : R+2 + R+l (1 < n < N - l), jN : R+’ -+ R+l are continuous. In 
particular, if each jn (1 < rz < N - 1) is the function with monotonicity, then j 
is called the N-variable nonstationary recursive function with monotonicity (or 
simply “the recursive function with monotonicity”). In general, a recursive 
function with monotonicity can be composed from starting some continuous 
strictly increasing function jN and by recursively applying N - 1 two-variable 
functions jN-r , jN-2 ,..., j2 , jr with monotonicity. 
5.1. Stationary Recursive Functions with Momtonicity 
A nonstationary recursive function j: R,N -+ R+l with monotonicity is 
called a stationary recursive function with monotonicity if all jn (1 < n < N - 1) 
are the functions defined in one and only one of Sections 4.1-4.11. 
5.2. Recursive Additive Functions with Monotonicity 
A stationary recursive function j: R,N -+ R,l with monotonicity is called a 
nonstationary recursive additive function with monotonicity if all jn (1 < n < 
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N - 1) are recursive additive functions defined in Section 4.1. Furthermore f 
is called a stationary recursive additive function with monotonicity iffr == f2 = 
... =fNpl. 
5.3. Additive Functions 
A stationary recursive function f: R,N ---f R+l (resp. RN -+ R1) is called 
nonstationary additive (resp. nonstationary additive on RN) if all fn (1 < n < 
N - 1) are additive functions (resp. additive functions on R2) defined in 
Section 4.2. Furthermore f is called stationary additive (resp. stationary additive 
on RN) if fi = f2 = ... = fN,l . Let 
f&% 9 x2 ,.**> XN) = x1 + x22 + "' f XNN, 
f&1 , x2 ,..-, XN) = x1 + x2 + .” $ xj,l , 
f&l , x2 ,.**, XN) = x1 + x23 + ..’ -c x$-l. 
Then fi is nonstationary additive, and f2 stationary additive, provided their 
domains are R+N. Let the domain be R N, then f2 is stationary additive on RN, 
and f3 nonstationary additive on RN. 
5.4. Multiplicative Additive Functions 
A stationary recursive function f: R,” + R+l with monotonicity is called 
nonstationary multiplicative additive if all f, (1 < n < N - 1) are multi- 
plicative additive functions defined in Section 4.3. Furthermore f is called 
stationary multiplicative additive if f, = f2 = ... = fNwl . Let 
fib > x.2 ,-*. , XN) = xlN + x,x;-’ + x1x2x;-* $ . . . -f X1X2X3 .. . XN ) 
f&l , x2 ,-*a, XN) = x1 + x1x2 + ‘.’ $ 31x2 *” x,?,, . 
Then f, is nonstationary multiplicative additive, and f2 stationary multiplicative 
additive. 
5.5. Divided Additive Functions 
A stationary recursive function f : R,N + R,l with monotonicity is called 
nonstationary divided additive if all fn (1 < n < N - 1) are divided additive 
functions defined in Section 4.4. Furthermore f is called stationary divided 
additive if fi = fi = ... = fNpl . Let 
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f&l 9 x2 >--*, xN) = g(q) + 9 + &$ + . . . + dxN) 
35x2 ’ * ’ xj.-1 
, 
h(x1 9 x2 5*-*, 
where g,, , g: R,l -+ R+l are continuous functions. Then fi , f2 are nonstationary 
divided additive, and f3 , f4 stationary divided additive (see [I, p. 581). 
5.6. Exponential Additive Functions 
A stationary recursive function f: R,N + R,l with monotonicity is called 
nonstationary exponential additive if all fn (1 < n < N - 1) are exponential 
additive functions defined in Section 4.5. Furthermore f is called stationary 
exponential additive if fi = f2 = ... = fNsl . Let 
fi(% , x2 ,.-a, xN) = (1 - xl)“” ezl + (1 - x2)2N-2 e”1+“2 + *a* 
+ (1 _ xN)2 e%+=z+...+=N, 
J-2(% 3 x2 ,-.-, xN) = (1 - x1)’ ezl + (1 - xJ2 ez1+“2 + a** 
+ (1 _ xN)2 ew”z+...+“N, 
f&l > x2 >***9 
xN) = x1 + x2e% + . . . + xNe%+%+...+w-l~ 
Then fi is nonstationary exponential additive, and f2 , f3 are stationary exponen- 
tial additive (see [l, p. 1021). 
5.7, Logarithmic Additive Functions 
A stationary recursive function f  : R,N + R,l with monotonicity is called 
nonstationary logarithmic additive if all fn (1 < n < N - 1) are logarithmic 
additive functions defined in Section 4.6. Furthermore f is called stationary 
logarithmic additive if fi = fi = ... = fN--l . Let 
= x1 N + x:--I k(Xl + 1) + xs”-z lq&% + 1) 1%(X, + 1) 
+ *** + XN l”!dx, + 1) lo?&, + 1) ‘-’ ~og(%,-, + I), 
ficxl P x2 ,.**, xN) 
= (Xl + 1) + (x2 + 1) wx, + 1) + (x3 + 1) lo&, 4 1) log(x2 + 1) 
+ ‘-* + (xN + 1) lo&, + 1) h&, + 1) **’ b$%L, + 1). 
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Then fr is nonstationary logarithmic additive, and fz stationary logarithmic 
additive. 
5.8. J/lultiplicative Functions 
A nonstationary recursive function f: R+A~ - R,l with monotonicity is called 
nonstationary multiplicative if each fn (1 < n < N - 1) is a multiplicative 
function defined in Section 4.7. Furthermore f is called stationary multiplicative 
iffr -- f I  -:: ... = fN-l . Let 
Then fr , f.L are nonstationary multiplicative, and f3 stationary multiplicative. 
5.9. :Ilaximum Functions 
A nonstationary recursive function f  : R,” + R,l (resp. R” + R1) with 
monotonicity is called nonstationary maximum (resp. nonstationary maximum 
on R”) if each fn (1 < n < N - 1) . 1s a maximum function (resp. maximum 
function on R2) defined in Section 4.8. Furthermore f is called stationary 
maximum (resp. stationary maximum on RN) if f, =m f2 =: ... m= fx-, . Let 
fi(x, , x2 ,..., xN) = max(zIN, x,“-’ ,..., x,), 
fi(xl , x2 ,..., xN) = max(x, , X, ,..., xN), 
f&l > x2 9..., xN) = max(g&4 g2(x2L g&h)), 
where glL : R’ + R,l is continuous and strictly increasing (1 < n .< iv). Then 
fi , f3 , and f4 are nonstationary maximum, and fi stationary maximum, provided 
their domains are R+N. Let the domain be RN, then f2 is stationary maximum 
on R”, and f3 nonstationary maximum on RN (see [I, p. 1021; [ 10, pp. 56, 891). 
5.10. .Ilinimum Functions 
A nonstationary recursive function f: R,” - R,’ (resp. RN -+ R1) with 
monotonicity is called nonstationary minimum (resp. nonstationary minimum 
on R”) if eachf, (1 :< n :Z N - 1) is a minimum function (resp. minimum 
function on R2) defined in Section 4.9. Furthermore .f is called stationar! 
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minimum (resp. stationary minimum on RN) if fr = fi z --- = f& . Let 
f& , x2 , . . . . xN) = min(x, , xz2 ,..., xNN), 
s&l 9 x2 3**.> xN) = min(xr , x2 ,.,., xN), 
f&l > x2 J..., xN) = min(xfN-‘, xiNe3 ,..., xN). 
Then fi and fs are nonstationary minimum, and f2 stationary minimum, provided 
their domains are R,N. Let the domain be RN, then f2 is stationary minimum 
on RN, and f3 nonstationary minimum on RN (see [I, p. 1011). 
5.11. Backward Power Functions 
A nonstationary recursive function f: R,N -+ R,l with monotonicity is 
called nonstationary backward power if each f,, (1 < n < N - 1) is a backward 
power function defined in Section 4.10. Furthermore f is called stationary 
backward power if fi = f2 = ..* = fNwl . Let 
4ccf.J+1Pi 
fi(X1 , x2 ,***9 XN) = (x1 + p,+1)2}* 
.(a!jqN+l) 
fibI > x2 >***> XN) = (x1 + l)(zz+l).’ , 
where 
Then fi is nonstationary backward power, and f2 stationary backward power. 
5.12. Forward Power Fmctions 
A nonstationary recursive function f: R+N -+ R+l with monotonicity is 
called nonstationary forward power if each fn (1 < 71 < N - 1) is a forward 
power function defined in Section 4.11. Furthermore f is called stationary 
forward power if fi = f2 = *.. = f& . Let 
N ‘Zl 
where in this case 
f,(x, , x2 ,..., XN) = x$-l.’ ) 
f,(*, ) x2 )..., cc,) = x;.-‘s.‘z: 
,.z* 
X*’ = qx”). 7. 
Then fi is nonstationary forward power, and f2 stationary forward power. 
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To conclude Section 5 we remark that the following inclusion relations hold: 
(5) 3 (5.1) 3 (5.2) 3 u (h), 
n=3 
(5.1) 1 (5.n) n = 8, 9 ,...) 12, 
where (5) and (5~) are the sets of all functions defined in Sections 5 and 5.q 
respectively. 
6. EXAMPLES 
First we give various examples of Maximizing Problem (3.1), (3.2) and 
Minimizing Problem (3.3), (3.4). Th ese problems can be formulated into DP 
problems respectively, as Proposition 3.1 says. The optimal solutions of the 
problem (3.1), (3.2) and the problem (3.3), (3.4) are given by calculating and 
using the optimal policies of the corresponding DP problems, respectively. 
Moreover we can varify that the maximum function in Main Problem (3.23), 
(3.24) is the inverse function to the minimum function in Inverse Problem 
(3.25), (3.26), as “Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming” (Proposition 3.4) 
says. 
Next we calculate the functions U = T(f; g)u, V == S(g;f)v for given 
functions f, g: R,2 -+ R.+l with monotonicity and for given continuous and 
strictly increasing functions u, V: R+l -+ R+l. Moreover, if u is the inverse 
function to U, we can verify that U is also the inverse function to V, as “Inverse 
Proposition” (Proposition 2.10) says. 
All the following examples are collected in [7]. Reference [7] gives detailed 
analysis for many examples of finite-stage dynamic programming problems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the following problems: 
1Iaximize 
(6.1) 
(2) a xqzl 21 1 + az2xy + *.. + u2,1x;;" 2; c,(>O) 
im) a xqmx f  a 
x%n2 -L . . . 
ml 1 m2 2 + amnxQnmn -< c&30) 
(m + 1) Xl , X$ )..., . x 20, 71 
where pj , bj , qij , aij > 0 for 1 < i < m, 1 -< j CC n. 
(6.2) 
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(6.3) 
(2)’ dzl,yl + d22,~e + -*a + d2,y:m 3 b,(H) 
(6.4) 
(4’ dfilyp + dn2yp + --. + dn,y~m >, b,( 20) 
(n + 1)’ Yl 9 Yz ,...P Ym I > 0, 
where qi , ci , pji , dii > 0 for 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n. The maximizing problem 
(6.1), (6.2) and th e minimizing problem (6.3), (6.4) reduce to an n-stage 
DP~S,G%G%SK,J, iTjh~~, k$l~~~, , k)), an m-stage DP(S, (A’, (Ailki~, , 
~~i’)lSiSwt > &?~~14ism > k’}) respectively, where in the problem (6.1), (6.2) 
s = (Cl , c2 ,-**, cm), a = x, 
S = R,“, A = R,l, 
Aj(cl 7 ~2 I*-., cm) = [O, l~mim(c&zij)l’giq, 1 <j<n, 
T&l , c2 ,*--> cm), x) = (Cl - Q,jX”‘j, c2 - u2jx*zj,..., cm - amjxqmq, 1 <j<n, 
gj((cl , c2 ,..-, cm), x2 (Cl’, c;,..., cm’); r> 
= 6jX”j + r, 1 <j<n, 
%l 9 c2 ,**a, 4 = 0, 
and in the problem (6.3), (6.4) 
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g,‘((b, , b, , . . . . b,), y, @I’, h’,..., ha’); r> 
= c,p + r, 1 <<i<.m, 
k’(b, , b, ,..., b,) = 0. 
For these DP problems we have the following recursion formulas respectively: 
for the problem (6.1), (6.2) 
ul(cl , l-2 ,..., c,) = b, x (;+nc$z~J1’s”‘), 
, 
7i-n *(cl , c2 ,...) Cn) = lyy/uin)l’*~~~, \‘. 
4% > c2 ,*.., c,,) = Max 
o~.~~~~~~~c~~/g’.-‘+’ [ bn-j+1xn9*-T+1 - d-l 
4 Cl - al,-j+P ‘In--j+‘, c2 - a2n-j+lxR2fl-j+l,..., c, - amn-j+lxg~~-~+~ )I 
for j == 2, 3 ,..., n, (6.5) 
and for the problem (6.3) (6.4) 
vO(b, , bl I..., b,) = 0, 
z+(b, , b, ,..., b,) = cm x (l~~m@A4m)l’~Jm), 
z?(b, , b, ,..., b,) = 
x (bl - dl,-i+l+m-i41, b, - d2m-i+lxD2m-*f*,..., b, - dnm-i+ly8nm-i+1 
for i r-7 2, 3 ,..., m. (6.6) 
In general it is difficult to calculate analytically both the sequence of the optimal 
reward function {ul, u2,..., u”} and the optimal policy {n,*, ?r2*,..., n,*} for the 
former DP, and both the sequence of the optimal reward function {al, zj2,..., ~t*~l( 
and the optimal policy (oi*, u9* ,..., CT?,,  *I for the latter DP. However ur, T,*, ~9, 
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and a,* are easily calculated as stated above. By use of the optimal reward 
function u” (resp. w”), optimal policy {w, *, 7ra* ,..., rR*} (resp. {a,*, u2* ,..., urn *}), 
and the state transformation {TI , Tz ,..., T,} (resp. {T,‘, T2’ ,..., T,‘}), the 
maximum(resp. minimum)andthepoint (x1*, x8* ,..., x,*)(resp. (yr *, ya* ,..., ym*)) 
which gives the maximum (resp. minimum) for the problem (6.1), (6.2) (resp. 
problem (6.3), (6.4)) are generally given as follows: 
the maximum = @(cr , ca ,..., c,), 
Xl * = "1*(cl ) c2 ,**a, cm), 
(6.7) 




= 7r, *(C-l **a Tz(T,((cl , ~2 9..., G,J, xl"), x2*),.-, xii-l>, 
the minimum = z?(b, , b, ,..., b,), (6.9) 
y1* = q*(bl ,b, ,...,b,), 
YZ* = ~z*(T,'((h , b2 ,..a, bz)> rl*)), (6.10) 
Ym 
* 
= =7n *(T,‘,-, 1-e Tz'(T,'((h , b2 ,...> bJ, Yl*h Y2*L YL). 
Let pj = qii = 1 (resp. qi = p, = 1) for 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n in the 
problem (6.1), (6.2) (resp. (6.3), (6.4)). Then the problem (6.1), (6.2) (resp. 
problem (6.3), (6.4)) d re uces to the standard linear programming problem (6.1 l), 
(6.12) (resp. (6.13) (6.14)) as follows: 
Maximize b,x, + b,x, + ... + b,x, 
subject to (1) ~rrxr + u,~x~ + ..* + a,,~, < c,(>O) 
(2) a2133 + a22x2 + .** + a27&x, < cz(>O) 
(4 ad1 + am2x2 + .-- + %a& < GL(30) 
(m + 1) x1 , x2 ,..., x, > 0, 
whereuij>Oforl <i<m,l <j<n. 
Minimize c,yr + c2y2 + a-* + c,y, 
subject to (1)’ 4,yl + 4,y2 + .-- + dlmym 3 U>O) 
(2)’ dz,Y, + d22Y2 + -** + dzmym 2 b,(>O) 
(k dnlyl + dnzyz + **- + &my, 2 bd>O) 
(a + l)‘Y, ,Ys,...,Ym b 0, 
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Note that if aij = djj for 1 < i < m, 1 < n < j, then the duality theorem in 
linear programming holds, that is, the maximum of the problem (6.1 I), (6.12) 
equals to the minimum of the problem (6.13), (6.14): 
@(Cl , c2 ),..) c,) = 9(b, ) b, , . . ., b,). (6.15) 
Furthermore we consider the following simple problems as follows: 
Maximize btx, + bsx, + ... + b,x, (6.16) 
subject to (1) alxl + azxz + *.. + a,%, < ~(20) 
(2) Xl 7 x2 ,..a, % 3 0, (6.17) 
Minimize a,y, + a,y, + ... + alzyn (6.18) 
subject to (1)' by1 + b2y2 + ... + b,y, 3 ~(2.0) 
(2)’ Yl ,y2 ,..., yn 3 0, (6.19) 
where in (6.16), (6.17), (6.18), and (6.19) aj, ZQ > 0 for 1 <<j < n. Note that 
the maximizing problem (16), (17) (resp. minimizing problem (6.18), (6.19)) 
is a special case of the maximizing problem (6.1 I), (6.12) (resp. minimizing 
problem (6.13), (6.14)) and therefore of the maximizing problem (6.1) (6.2) 
(resp. minimizing problem (6.3), (6.4)). W e d o not know whether the problems 
(6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), (6.4) h ave some dual-like relation. We remark that the 
problems (6.11), (6.12) and (6.13), (6.14) have the dual relation as linear 
programming problems, and that the problems (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18), (6.19) 
have the inverse relation as dynamic programming problems. The dynamic 
programming method for the problem (6.16), (6.17) (resp. (6.18), (6.19)) yields 
the sequence of the optimal reward {u,, u2 ,..., ZP} (resp. {d, U* ,..., 71%)) and the 
optimal policy {z-r*, rZ* ,..., TT~*> (resp. {or*, a,* ,..., a,*}) as follows: 
u”(c) = 0, 
bn 
d(c) = 7 c, 
n 
u”(c) = max t 
h-1 bn - 
a,-, 
- c, 
’ a, ) 
409/58.2-3 
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T,*(c) = -& c, 
1 
7&(c) = - c for b~4 b-1 b, 
%-l 
---.--=m~ -,- 
a,, ( an-1 an 1 





a,-, 1 a, ' 
Trl*(c) = $ c for?!-= mz -k 
a1 ( ) lsisn aj 
=o for A- < max J.!- 
a1 ( > 1<i<n aj ' 
v”(c) = 0, 
W’(C) = F c, 
12 
V”(C) = min 
( 
2, As?- c, b, 
1 
@(c) = ($g$ c, 
a,*(c) = + c, 
12 
1 
&l(C) = b,_, c for 2 = min ( 
2 , c 
) 





Therefore, by virtue of (6.7), (6.8) (resp. (6.9), (6.10)), the maximum (resp. 
minimum) and the point (x1*, x2*,..., x,*) (resp. (yi*, ys*,..., y%*)) which 
attains the maximum (resp. minimum) are given as follows: the maximum of 
the problem (6.16) (6.17) = IL”(C) = (maxrsjsn(bj/uj))c, (xi*, x2*,..., x,*) = 
(0, 0 ,..., 0, c/uj*, 0 ,..., 0), where j* is the j such that bj*/aj, = max,si&bj/aj); 
the minimum of the problem (6.18) (6.19) = nn(c) = (min,~~&ai/bj))c, 
(Yl*, y2*,..., ys*) = (0,O ,..., 0, c/bj , 0 ,..., 0), where j is the j such that af/bf = 
minisjs,(aj/bj). It should be noted that ui is the inverse function to vj for 
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1 < i < n, which is a consequence of “Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Program- 
ming” (Proposition 3.4). 
Finally we consider a special case of the maximizing problem (6.1), (6.2), 
which involves a nonlinear but additive constraint as follows: 
Maximize x + y  
subject to (1) x + y2 < ~~(30) 
(2) 2x + y < ~&O) 
(3) x, y  3 0. 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
This problem is the case m = tz = 2, a,, = aI2 = u22 = 1, 4, = 2, p, == 
p, = 1, qll = q2r = qz2 = I, and q12 = 2 in the problem (6.1) (6.2). We can 
give analytically the optimal rewards ul, u2, and the optimal policy (x*, y*) for 
the corresponding DP problem as follows: 
tll(ci , c2) = min((c#/“, c2), 
for (c,)li2 > f? 
4c,+1+(-%,+1+16~,)~~~ 
8 
, for (c1)li2 < c2 ,4 < c 1 
u2(c1 , 4 = 
for (c1)lj2 < c, ,4 > ci , fl I.- i 
for (cl)liz < c2 , c1 < t 
Y*(cl > cz) = min((cr)““, c2) 
for (c1)1/z > cs , 
4c2-l-(-8c2+1+16c,)1~2 
x*(cl ) C”) -~- 
8 
for (cr)lp < c2, 2 < c, , 
Cl - * for (c,)~/~ < co ,A? A cr , c1 . . r 
- 2 -’ 49 
for (ci) lPs:cc,,c, ct. 
Therefore using (6.7), (6.8) we obtain the maximum and the point (x*,y*) 
which attains the maximum: 
Case 1. rf (c1)lj2 > c2 , then the maximum is c2 and (x*, y*) = (0, c~). 
Case 2. rf (cl)i/s G c2 , c2/2 G c, , then the maximum is ((4c, -: 1 -f- 
(~(8~~ + 1 + 16~,)‘/~)/8 and (x*, y*) = ((4c2 - 1 - (--&, f  1 $- 16cr)i!“)/g, 
(1 -t- (- 8c, -t- 1 -t 16ci)‘/“)/4). 
C.‘ase 3. If  (c#!~ < c2, c3/2 > c1 ,> 4 , then the maximum is ci -2 2 , and 
(x*,J*) : (c, -- 4 ) 4). 
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Case 4. I f  (Q/2 < , c2 , cr < & , then the maximum is (c#/~, and (x*, y*) = 
(0, (c$12). This completes Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Now, we consider the main problem: 
Maximize 
x1x2 -** XN 
subject to 
(1) Y(X1) + r(xJ + -** + Y(XN) < c(>O), 
(2) x1 , x2 ,***, XN b 0, 





'(Yl) + +2) + '*- + y(YN) (6.24) 
(1)’ Ylh *‘* YN b c (20) 
(2)’ yl ,y2 ,-,yN b 0, 
(6.25) 
where Y  is a strictly increasing and convex function from R,l onto R,l. We 
remark that the problem (6.22), (6.23) (resp. (6.24), (6.25)) is a special case of 
the problem (3.23) (3.24) (resp. (3.25), (3.26)), namely, 
f(xl > x2 ,***, xN) = xlx2 "' xN , 
g(x1 3 x2 9.*., XN) = 7(x1) + f&?) + ... + Y(XN). 
Then the problem (6.22), (6.23) reduces to an N-stage DP (S, {A, {An}l~S~N}, 
VJlsnsN 9 bJlsnsN 7 4 with a multiplicative objective function and an 
additive constraint, where 
s = c, a = x, S = A = R,l, A,(c) = [0, Y-~(C)], Tn(c, x) = c - Y(X), 
g,(c, x, c’; Y) = xr(1 < II < N), K(c) = 1. 
The dynamic programming method yields the optimal reward functions 
u 12 , u ,..., uN and the optimal policy (‘rr,*, r2* ,..., nN*} as follows: 
U”(C) = k(c) = 1, 
u’(c) = r-l(c), 7TN*(c) = y-l(c), 
U”(C) = (Y-1(42))2, 7&l(C) = r-+/2), 
UN(C) = (Y-l(C/N))N, 7rl%(C) = Y-+/N). 
By (6.7), (6.8) we have the following result: 
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When (x1*, cZ*,..., xN*) = (r-l(c/N), r-l(c/N),..., r-l(c/N)), the problem 
(6.22), (6.23) tt a ains the maximum U”(C) = (r-‘(c/N))~. 
On the other hand, the problem (6.24), (6.25) reduces to an N-stage DP(S’, 
IA’, Vn’knsNh {TnlhaSN 1 Ugnl~lsnsN 9 k’}) with an additive objective function 
and a multiplicative constraint, where 
s z-z c , a z y, S’ z A’ = R+l, A,'(c) = (0, co) 1 < n < N - 1, 
AN’(c) = [c, a>, Tn’(c, y) = ciy, 
g,‘(c, y, c’; Y) = r(y) + Y (1 < it < N), k’(c) L- 0. 
Further we have the optimal reward functions z*l, v~,..., ~9’ and the optimal 
policy {a,*, u2*,..., uN*}: 
V”(C) = k’(c) = 0, 
V’(C) = Y(C), UN*(c) 2- c, 
v”(c) = 2Y(P), u*N-l(c) =: P2, 
v”(c) = NY(cYN), q*(c) : Cl/N, 
and when (yr*, y2* ,..., yN*) = (cl/“‘, cljN ,..., cliiv), the problem (6.24), (6.25) 
attains the minimum V”(C) = NY(cW’). 
Note that un 0 on = vn 0 un is the identity function on R+l for 1 :g n :,, N. 
Of course the maximum function in the problem (6.22), (6.23) is the inverse 
function to the minimum function in the problem (6.24), (6.25). 
Let r(x) == x in both (6.23) and (6.24). Then the main problem (6.22) (6.23) 
reduces to a maximizing one as follows: 
Maximize 
subject to 
.x1x2 ... XN (6.26) 
(1) x1 + x2 -+ ... + X‘V d c (20) 
(2) x1 , x2 ,-.*, XN >, 0. 
(6.27) 
On the other hand the inverse problem (6.24) (6.25) reduces to a minimizing 
one as follows: 
Minimize 
subject to 
Yl + y2 i- .*. + ?)N (6.28) 
(1)’ YlY2 “‘YN > c (30) 
(2)’ 
(6.29) 
?'l, 3’2 ,..*, .yN 2 " 0. 
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It is well known that the problem (6.26), (6.27) has the maximum (c/N)~ for 
(xl*, x2*,..., xN*) = (c/N, c/N,..., c/N) and that the problem (6.28), (6.29) has 
the minimum NclIN for (yr*, ys*,..., yN*) = (AN, ~l/~,..., cllN). The values 
(c/N)“, N(c)liN have the inverse relation as the functions of c on R,'. This 
completes Example 2. 
EXA~~IPLE 3. Let us consider the main problem: 
5Iaximize 
2 3... 
x1x2 x3 XN 
N 
subject to 
(1) x1 + x2 f  ‘*- + XN ;; c(>o) 
(2) Xl > x2 ,.*., L *‘ ,- 0, h 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
and its inverse problem: 
Minimize 
y1 + 3’2 A- .-. A y,y (6.32) 
subject to 
(1)’ y1y22ysa ...YNN ;: c (30) 
(2)’ 3’1 , y2 ,..., YN i- 0 
(6.33) 
Note that (6.30) is nonstationary multiplicative and that (6.32) is stationary 
additive. The maximizing problem (6.30), (6.31) reduces to an N-stage DP whose 
components are specified as follows: 
s z= c, a := x, S = A = R,l, A,(c) = [Cl, c], T,(c, x) =m= c - x, 
g,(c, x, c’; r) = x”r (1 5; n < Iv), k(c) 5: I. 
Then we have the following optimal reward functions and optimal policy: 
242(c) := Max 
OgZ,+l<C 
[x$~;(c - xN-~)~] 
NN(N - l)N-1 C2N--1 
-~~ (2n; 
for 7rN*(c) = c, 
for 77zel(c) = $kG C, 
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@-+) ;1 ((N ,N;;(&$$;+~:N-l,/B C(N+2)(N-l)/* 
for nz*(c) = ((N + 2) ;N - 1)/q c, 
uN(C) = NN(N - ‘jN-’ ‘*- 2211 CN(N+1)/2 
(N(N + 1)/2)“(“+1)/a 
for 71l*(c) = (jjr(N 1. 1)/q c. 
By virtue of (6.7), (6.8), the problem (6.30), (6.31) has the maximum (II’/F)fl 
for (x1*, x2* ,..., xN*) = ((l/Z)c, (2/Z)c ,..., (N/Z)c), where IZ = nEzI k”, 
2 == g, k. 
On the other hand, the minimizing problem (6.32) (6.33) reduces to an 
N-stage DP whose components are specified as follows: 
s = c, a =y, s’ = A’ = R+l, A,‘(c) = (0, 00) 1 < n < fi - 1, 
*J&‘(c) = [cl/N, co), T,‘(c, y) = c/yn, ga’(c, y, c’; y) ~-= y + y (1 < 11 ,< IL’)! 
k’(c) = 0. 
Similarly, we obtain the following optimal reward functions and optimal policy: 
v”(c) = 0, 
V’(C) = Min [YN] 
Y&CIIN 
z= ,1/N for UN*(c) = c1/N, 
v”(C) == o<~$<m[yN-, $- (c/y:::IT:)l’N] 
.= (2N - l)(N - I)- (N 1) 2N-1) ~-NlW-l)C1/(2N-1) - /( 
for ~j&(c) = (N - 1) NI(IN-1) ~-N/(“N-l)Cl/(2N-l) , 
vN-l(c) = 2’2-2/sZ’3-3/Z’ . . . (N _ l)-(N-U/Z’ N-N/Z’&T’ 
for u2*(c) = 2Z”/.Z”j-“/F&4/Z’ . . . (AT _ I)-(N-11/Z’ N-N/.Ycl/-“, 
v”(c) = 21-1/+2/Z . . . (N _ I)-(N-U/Z N-N&l/Z 
for ,-+*@) = 1Z’/.Y&-2/23-3/2 . . . (N - 1)-W-1)/E N-N&l/P, 
where Z” = C:=‘=, k, Z’ = XL, A. Hence the problem (6.32), (6.33) has the 
minimum Z * l-112 2-2/r ... (N - I)--(N--l)/2 N-NIX cl/JJ for (yl*, y2*,..., yN*) =:. 
(1 . 2-2/z 3-3/r . . . (N - 1)-W-1)/Z N- N Z $/E, 2 . Z-212 3-3/Z . . . (N _ 1)-W-1)/Z / 
:< N-N12 $1’: >.‘.> 
N . 2-2/E 3-3/E . . . (N _ I)-(N--U/Z N-N/Zcl/Z). 
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We remark that u” is the inverse function to vn and vice versa for 1 < n < N, 
as “Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming” says. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the main problem: 
Maximize 
x,x, .‘. XN (6.34) 
subject to 
(1) x1+2+ 2 + **- + XlX2 ?x,l G c 
(2) Xl , x2 ,.‘., XN > 0, 




Yl YlY2 YlY2 *** YN-1 
(1)’ YlY2 ‘*’ y), > c 
t2)’ Yl 9 y2 ,***, YN > 0. 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
Note that (6.34) is stationary multiplicative and that (6.36) is stationary divided 
additive. The maximizing problem (6.34), (6.35) reduces to an N-stage DP 
whose components are specified as follows: 
s = c, a = x, S = A = R,l, A,(c) = (0, c], T&, x) = x(c - x), 
g,(c, x, c'; r) = xr (1 < n < N), k(c) = 1. 
This DP has the following optimal reward functions and optimal policy: 
u2(c) = f c3 
2244 
u"(c) = - 2 
7' 
for 9rN*(c) = AC, 
for 7rzel(c) = $-i c, 
22 
for n&(c) = 25 c, 
UN(C) = 
22448s -a' (2N-1)2N-1 c2~-1 
(2N - y-1 
for T1*(c) _ 2N-1 c. 
2N- 1 









(2N - 1)2N-’ 
-- I 
the problem (6.34), (6.35) attains the maximum 
224488 ...(2N-1)2N-' c2N-1 __ 2’~+2’2~‘2 N 
(2N - l)zN-l - (2N _ l)zN-I c2 -" 
On the other hand, the minimizing problem (6.36), (6.37) yields an N-stage 
DP whose components are specified as follows: 
s = c, a _- y, s’ = A’ = R,l, A,‘(C) = (0, CO) 1 < n < N - I, 
AN’(c) = kc, co), Tn’(c, y) = c/y, 
gn’k Y, c’; y> = Y + p/y> (1 < n < N), k’(c) zz 0. 
Then this DP gives the following optimal reward functions and optimal policy: 
v”(c) = 0, 
U’(C) =: c for uN*(c) =:= c, 
7,2(c) r= h3 p3 for 0:-r(c) = 2*‘3C1’3, 
C”(C) = gy cl ’ for *zm2(c) = 24i7c”7, 
E”(C) = 
2N - 1 
2"'N-2'2N+2"(2N-1" 
C'/(2N-1, 
for ol*(c) = 2(2N-(N+l,,/(2N-1)C1/(2N-l) 
Therefore,whenyl* =2~2N-~N+l,,/(2N-1,,1/(2N-l),yz* =2(2N-(21v+1,,/(2N-1,,2/(2N-1), 
Y3 
* = 2(2N-(22N+1,,/(2N-1, C22/(2N-1),e.., yN* = 2(2N-(2N-'.N+l,,/(2N-lI C2N-'/(2N-1) 7 
the problem (6.36) (6.37) attains the minimum 
@‘(C) zz (2N - 1) 
2(((~-2)2~+2’/(2~-1’) 
Cl /ON-11 
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Of course un is the inverse function to vn and vice versa for 1 < n < N. This 
completes Example 4. 
Furthermore we illustrate examples where the maximum function in the main 
problem is the inverse function to the minimum function in its inverse problem 
in Table I. 
We now proceed to the analytic description of the functions U = T(f;g)u 
and V = S(g; f)v, which have been defined in the case p = q = 1 of (2.1) and 
(2.2), namely, 
(6.39) 
where f, g are 2-variable functions with monotonicity (defined in Section 3), 
and u, v  are strictly increasing and continuous functions from R,l onto R,l. 
We can verify the results of “Inverse Proposition” (Proposition 2.10): under 
the appropriate regurality conditions if u is the inverse function to v, then U is 
also the inverse function to V and vice versa. Table IT shows this result. 
7. FURTHER COMMENTS 
In this section we shall give a few additional comments on the inverse relations 
between the main problem and the inverse problem and ones between the 
operators T(f: g) and S(g: f). 
First we consider the Main Problem defined by (3.23), (3.24). Let’s suppose 
that one method (whether it is the dynamic programming method or not) has 
yielded the continuous and strictly increasing maximum function u”(.) of 
the Main Problem. Then “Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming” gives 
us the powerful means to find both the minimum and the minimum function 
of the Inverse Problem (3.25), (3.26): Calculating the inverse function to #(.), 
i.e., solving the equation u”(c) = d for c, and exchanging c and d, we obtain 
d = v”(c). Therefore, the minimum and the minimum function are v”(c) and 
vN, respectively. This procedure is of practical use. 
Second we remark that all problems have the nonnegativity constraint, i.e., 
x, > 0 (1 < n < N). However we can eliminate this condition in some cases. 
For example we consider the following problems: 
Maximize 
subject to 

































where Y, t, , r, (1 < n < N) are strictly increasing and continuous functions 
from R1 onto RI. It should be noted that in all above problems the parameter c 
(initial state as the DP problems) may range over R1 (not over R+l). The problems 
(7.3), (7.4); (7.7), (7.8); and (7.11), (7.12) are the inverse problems to the 
problems (7.1), (7.2); (7.5), (7.6); and (7.9) (7.10), respectively, and furthermore, 
they correspond to Examples 6, 7, and 11 illustrated in Table I of Section 6, 
respectively. Replacing r, t, , r, : Rfl -+ R+l with r, t, , rm : R1 + R1 respec- 
tively, the problems (7.1) (7.2)-(7.11) (7.12) have the same solutions as 
Examples 6, 7, and 11, respectively. This result is due to the fact that the 
additive, maximum, and minimum functions from R+2 onto R+l can be extended 
to ones from R2 onto R1 without destroying the monotonicity in the second 
variable, respectively (see Sections 4.2, 4.8, 4.9, and 5.3, 5.9, 5.10). However, 
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in general, two variable functions except in Sections 4.2, 4.8, and 4.9 can not 
always be extended to the functions from R2 onto R1 without destroying the 
monotonicity in the second variable. 
The problems (7. l), (7.2)-(7.1 I), (7.12) become N-stage DP’s whose state and 
action spaces 9, a are common: 9 = A = R1, and whose feasible action 
spaces d,(c) are as follows: 
Al,(c) = 44 for n = N in (7.4), 1 < n < N in (7.8), (7.12), 
= (- co, 0) u A,(c) otherwise. 
Third we also note that all the maximizing (resp. minimizing) problems have 
the constraints of the form \<ci (resp. >cJ. It should be remarked that in a 
single equality or inequality constraint <c (resp. >c) the maximum (resp. 
minimum) is attained for just the equality constraint =c. Therefore, replacing 
<(resp. 2) by = can not decrease the maximum (resp. increase the minimum) 
of the objective function. This fact is due to the monotonicity of both the 
objective function and the left-hand side in constraints. 
Finally we remark that all the maximizing (resp. minimizing) problems have 
the finite maximum (resp. minimum) value under the constraints of the form 
<ci (resp. 3~). It should be noted that if each <(resp. 2) is replaced by 
>(resp. <) in the maximizing (resp. minimizing) problem, then the maximizing 
(resp. minimizing) problem “has” the maximum co (resp. minimum 0 with 
nonnegativity constraint or minimum - 03 without nonnegativity constraint), 
and that if “Maximize” (resp. “Minimize”) is replaced by “Minimize” (resp. 
“Maximize”) in the maximizing (resp. minimizing) problem, then the resulting 
minimizing (resp. maximizing) problem “has” the minimum 0 or -co with or 
without nonnegativity constraint (resp. maximum oo). In these cases we can also 
view “Inverse Theorem in Dynamic Programming” holding in a wide sense: 
CO = l/O, 0 = l/co with the nonnegativity constraint, or 
00 = l/- CO, - 00 = 1 /co without the nonnegativity constraint. 
The similar results occur for exchanging T and S (resp. f and g) in the func- 
tions T(f; g)u, S(g; f)v. Th ese facts are due to the monotonicity and the 
recursiveness. 
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